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Hardox Wearparts launches Duroxite™--
the latest in overlay technology 

 
New product line sets higher standard for quality in overlay market 
with unique product guarantees and production expertise of SSAB, 
manufacturer of Hardox® wear plate  

Duroxite overlay will be introduced at MINExpo September 26-28 in Las Vegas, NV, 
US. With this new overlay product, Hardox Wearparts now provides a holistic wear 
offering for end users. Offering both the industry leading Hardox® wear plate and 
now Duroxite overlay products; Hardox Wearparts can provide the best wear 
solution for their customers’ environment and applications.  
 
The Duroxite overlay is comprised of abrasion resistant materials deposited on top of 
mild steel or Hardox wear plate to create an extremely wear resistant compound 
material. Duroxite is manufactured by SSAB, producer of Hardox wear plate and a 
company with extensive metallurgical knowledge in the wear arena. 
 
Duroxite overlay works especially well in sliding wear environments where small and 
hard materials are processed such as coal with high quartz content. It also plays an 
important role as a wear resistant material in high temperature environments. 
 
“Customers can expect the best wear properties and longest service life from 
Duroxite as they have come to expect from Hardox,” says Gregoire Parenty, Head of 
SSAB Services. “It’s a natural choice for many industries such as mining, cement 
production and handling, coal-fired power generation and several other applications.” 

 
The Duroxite difference is guaranteed 
Duroxite comes with guarantees that are unique for the overlay market. Duroxite 
overlay products are delivered with an overlay thickness guaranteed within +10%. 
This is consistent throughout the plate and from plate to plate. 
 
Further, consistent wear properties are guaranteed throughout the plate down to 
75% of the overlay thickness as opposed to just the surface of the overlay. The 
remaining 25% of overlay is the transition layer necessary to maintain good bonding 
to the base plate. An optimal carbide composition ensures homogenous bonding 
between the base metal and overlay adding to the high wear resistance and long 
service life of Duroxite. 

 
Duroxite to be introduced at MINExpo 
To learn more about Duroxite and its benefits to the mining industry, visit SSAB’s 
booth #913 at MINExpo. Ross Wylie, Head of Hardox Wearparts Americas, will be 
available for media interviews at the booth. To arrange an interview with Ross, 
please contact Andie Drobnik, Marketing Manager for SSAB North America, 
andrea.drobnik@ssab.com, +1 630-810 4774. 
 
About Hardox Wearparts 
Duroxite is being sold through Hardox Wearparts, a network of more than 200 
centers located in 65 countries. Hardox Wearparts specializes in supplying parts and 
services that keep wear-sensitive operations up and running with maximum 
productivity. www.hardoxwearparts.com  
 
Contact 
For more information about Duroxite, please contact Lingyun Wei, Product Manager 
for Overlay Products, Lingyun.wei@ssab.com, +1 561 381 5760 or Jesper Gordon, 
Product Development Manager, SSAB Services, +46 70 674 3704 or visit 
www.duroxite.com.  
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Photos 
1. Duroxite overlay plate is now available globally through the Hardox Wearparts 

network. 
2. Wear properties of Duroxite are guaranteed throughout the plate down to 75% of 

the overlay thickness. 
3. Coal discharge chute liner made with Duroxite 101 overlay (Duroxite on Hardox 

base plate) improved wear life from 7 days to 6 months over previous design 
using overlay on mild steel. 
 

 

 


